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Book Blurb
Quinn is cursed. Bobbi’s a magical
screw-up. Together they make a great
pair.
As ley-lines swell, thinning the veil
between worlds, the witches of Hidden
Coven guard their most precious resource
—magic. Protected by dark wards and
guided by a mad seer, the coven is still vulnerable to the attacks of a true demon intent on seizing
the coven’s power.
Bobbi begins as a novice spell-caster, more powerful and dangerous than anyone guesses. She
will have to become the warrior and protector that the divine Lady sees in her.
She’ll lay her life on the line. She’ll even question her sanity. Is it all worth it to save a coven
that doesn’t seem to want her?
Quinn has his own demons to fight, including his cold-hearted mother and a mystical illness that
threatens to take him down. Together, Bobbi and Quinn confront the family secrets that set their
story in motion long before they were even born.
You’ll keep turning the pages on this paranormal thriller because of its quirky characters, sizzling
romance and dark intrigue.
Welcome to the Hidden Coven

Tucked away in the rugged hills of Pennsylvania is a unique village; a mix of medieval and
modern, dark and light, guided by a mad seer and hidden from the mundane world by dangerous
magic. As ley-lines swell and magic spills back into the world, keeping this coven a secret
becomes a race against dark forces who would take the power of the witches for their own.
Includes all five novellas of the Hidden Coven Series: Inborn Magic, Soothed by Magic, Trigger
Magic, Bellwether Magic, Gone Magic.
Author Bio
If Kim McDougall could have one magical superpower, it would be to talk to animals. Or maybe
to shift into animal form. Definitely, fantastical critters and magic often feature in her stories. So
until she can change into a Griffin and fly away, she writes dark paranormal action and romance
tales. Kim is also passionate about fiber art, photography, children’s literacy, rescue animals,
nature, and genre-bending fiction. Find more info about Kim’s books at
www.KimMcDougall.com.
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